5 PAMPERED CHEF ITEMS WORTH BUYING
I can openly immediate that I am a tad bit obsessed with Pampered Chef. The idea of getting a group of
women together to eat, drink and look at some awesome kitchen tools speaks to my love language!
I’ve hosted many of my own parties and have been to more than I can even count. Although I have made
some pretty dumb purchases along the way, I have made some pretty AMAZING ones as well. Here are my
list of 5 Pampered Chef Items Worth Buying:
Garlic press: I use this gadget all of the time. You place a full garlic clove with the peel still attached and it
will peel and mince the garlic for you with one squeeze. It also comes with an attachment that doubles as a
scraper and a way to free the tiny holes of any extra garlic that may be stuck.
Large Square Cool & Serve (formerly Chillzanne): I use this at every single party I throw. The inserts of
this product are filled with water. You place them in the freezer before you’re ready to use them and they
keep your food cool for up to 6 hours. There are dividers for dip and fruits/veggies, plus a place for deviled
eggs. I love this one!
Small, Medium, and Large Ice Cream Scoops: I use these all the time and not for ice cream actually. I use
them when I am making cupcakes or cookies so I can get the same size across the board. I guess they would
work for ice cream too, though!
Mini Serving Spatula: This tiny version of a spatula is just the perfect size to help wiggle out that first piece
of cake or brownie from your pan. I find it easier to maneuver things with the smaller size of this spatula.
Mix N’ Scraper: This comes in large, small and mini and is basically a spatula you can use to scrape down the
sides of your bowl, BUT it’s designed like a spoon so you can mix with it as well. If you’ve ever tried mixing
with a regular spatula you might notice that the tip is flimsy. This product is designed to be more sturdy so
you can easily stir your mixture.
These Pampered Chef items have been in my home for 10+ years and I swear by them!
Check out how I used the ice cream scoops in these two recipes:
Mini Fruit and Nut Muffins: https://www.lakelifestateofmind.com/mini-fruit-and-nut-muffins-withstrawberry-butter/
Boozy Cupcakes: https://www.lakelifestateofmind.com/cake-mix-kahlua-and-amaretto-infused-cupcakes/
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